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DYNAMIC FEATURES OF ANIMATE MOTION ACTIVATE SEPTAL AND
PREOPTIC AREAS IN VISUALLY NAÏVE CHICKS (GALLUS GALLUS)
ELENA LORENZI, * UWE MAYER
ORSOLA ROSA-SALVA AND GIORGIO VALLORTIGARA

borns and infant monkeys demonstrated similar preferences for stimuli displaying both static and dynamic
cues of animacy (Sugita, 2008; Simion et al., 2008;
Mascalzoni et al., 2010; Rosa-Salva et al., 2010, 2011,
2012a; Versace et al., 2016, 2017). These social predispositions are active since birth and, at least in animal
models, emerge in the absence of any speciﬁc learning
experience. One of the adaptive functions of social predispositions might be to guide the action of learning mechanisms (e.g., ﬁlial imprinting) toward appropriate social
objects, channeling the subsequent development of neural mechanisms specialized for sophisticate processing of
social information (Johnson, 2005; Rosa-Salva et al.,
2015; Di Giorgio et al., 2016a,b; Versace and
Vallortigara, 2015; Miura and Matsushima, 2016).
The present study focuses on responses to speciﬁc
features of animate motion. Naı̈ve chicks and human
newborns show a preference for point-light displays
depicting semi-rigid biological motion, in which some
points maintain always a ﬁxed distance between each
other, but vary their distance with respect to other
points, the typical gait pattern of legged animals
(Vallortigara et al., 2005; Vallortigara and Regolin, 2006;
Simion et al., 2008; Miura and Matsushima, 2012). Animate motion can also be recognized because it is selfpropelled, revealing the presence of an internal energy
source to the moving object. Diﬀerent motion patterns
associated with self-propulsion increase the perception
of animacy in human observers (Tremoulet and
Feldman, 2000) and are preferred by newborn babies
(Di Giorgio et al., 2016c), infants (Frankenhuis et al.,
2013) and domestic chicks (Mascalzoni et al., 2010;
Rosa-Salva et al., 2016). Recently we investigated naı̈ve
chicks’ responses to speed changes, another index of
self-propulsion. We found a spontaneous preference for
a simple object that autonomously changes its speed,
accelerating and then decelerating, to an identical one
that moves at constant velocity. The preference disappeared when the two moments in which the object was
changing speed were occluded from view, indicating that
chicks were indeed responding to this visual cue (RosaSalva et al., 2016).
The neural correlates of these social predispositions
are mostly unknown. We are conducting a series of
experiments to investigate this issue in chicks, by
mapping neuronal activities through immediate early
genes expression (Mayer et al., 2016a,b; Mayer et al.,
2017a). This methodology is commonly used as a marker
of neuronal activation in diﬀerent species, including birds
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Abstract—The septum is an evolutionarily well-conserved
part of the limbic system. It is known to be involved in many
aspects of social behavior and is considered a key node of
the social behavior network, together with the preoptic area.
Involvement of these two brain regions has been recently
observed in newly hatched chicks exposed to the natural
motion of a living conspecific. However, it is unknown
whether these areas respond also to simple motion cues
that elicit animacy perception in humans and social predispositions in chicks. For example, naı̈ve chicks are attracted
by visual objects that appear to spontaneously change their
speed (an index of self-propulsion, typical of animate creatures). Here we show that the right septum and the preoptic
area of newly hatched visually naı̈ve chicks exposed to
speed changes have higher neuronal activity (revealed by
c-Fos expression), compared with that of chicks exposed
to constant motion. We thus found an involvement of these
two areas in the perception of motion cues associated with
animacy in newly hatched chicks without any previous
visual experience. This demonstrates their early involvement in processing simple motion cues that allow the detection of animate creatures and elicit social predispositions in
this animal model, as well as preferential attention in human
infants and the perception of animacy in human adults. Ó
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INTRODUCTION
The detection of animate creatures, such as conspeciﬁcs,
preys or predators, is crucial for survival and can be
based on dynamic cues typical of animate motion, as
opposed to that of inanimate objects (for a review see
Rosa-Salva et al., 2015). Studies conducted in visually
naı̈ve chicks (Gallus gallus domesticus), human new*Corresponding author.
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(Sheng and Greenberg, 1990; Lanahan and Worley,
1998; Guzowski et al., 2005; Mayer and Bischof, 2012;
Mayer et al., 2016a; Mayer et al., 2017a,b). In our studies,
the static conﬁguration of features or the natural motion
typical of conspeciﬁcs stimulated diﬀerential activation in
the intermediate medial mesopallium (IMM), as well as
in the amygdaloid, septal and preoptic areas (Mayer
et al., 2016b; 2017a,b).
As regards the ﬁrst structure, IMM is involved in ﬁlial
imprinting learning (Horn, 1979; Bolhuis, 1991;
Ambalavanar et al., 1993; McCabe and Horn, 1994;
Horn, 1998, 2004; McCabe, 2013). Although IMM is not
needed for the expression of predispositions (Horn and
McCabe, 1984), we found diﬀerential activation of this
region after approach to a stimulus whose static conﬁguration of features respects that of a social companion
(stuﬀed hen) compared to a scrambled version of it
(Mayer et al., 2016b).
Interestingly, the other three areas identiﬁed in our
previous studies (septal, amygdaloid and preoptic
nuclei) are implicated in adult social behaviors, being
part of the so-called ‘‘social decision making network”
(O’Connell and Hofmann, 2011; see also Balthazart
et al., 1998a,b; Gahr, 2001 for the avian preoptic area).
This network is shared among all vertebrates and comprises the social behavior network (Newman, 1999;
Goodson, 2005), consisting of interconnected areas rich
in sex steroid receptors, and the mesolimbic reward network (O’Connell and Hofmann, 2011).
Septum is a well-conserved part of the limbic system in
all vertebrate groups (Northcutt, 1981; Puelles et al.,
2000), it is vertically traversed by the tractus septopalliomesencephalicus, which connects the visual Wulst with
the optic tectum (Karten et al., 1973), it receives important
connections from hippocampus and it is interconnected
with preoptic area and arcopallium (Montagnese et al.,
2004, 2008; Xin et al., 2016). Septum is involved in multiple social functions. In mammals it has been implicated in
agonistic and mating behavior (Kollack-Walker and
Newman, 1995, 1997), in pair bonding (Liu et al., 2001),
in dominance hierarchies (Ferris et al., 1990) and in
attack-defense responses (Albert and Chew, 1980). In
birds, it is involved in sexual behavior (Taziaux et al.,
2006), gregariousness (Goodson et al., 2009; Kelly and
Goodson, 2014), songbirds’ vocalizations, aggressive
and submissive behaviors (Goodson, 1998; Nishizawa
et al., 2011). The avian preoptic area (POA) of the
hypothalamus plays a conserved role in aggression, parental care, male sexual behavior as well as in appetitive
and consummatory behavior (Akerman et al., 1960;
Balthazart et al., 1990, 1998a; Slawski and Buntin, 1995;
Riters et al., 1998; Ruscio and Adkins-Regan, 2004;
Taziaux et al., 2006, 2008; Bharati and Goodson, 2006).
Finally, the amygdala has been theorized to support
early social responses in humans (e.g., attention to
faces, Johnson, 2005). The mammalian amygdala has
been implicated, among other things, in fear responses
(Hamm and Weike, 2005), olfactory social communication
(Petrulis, 2009), maternal behavior (Sheehan et al., 2001)
and innate reproductive and defensive behaviors (Choi
et al., 2005). Avian homologs for mammalian amygdala
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are still debated (Cheng et al., 1999; Reiner et al., 2004;
Jarvis et al., 2005; Yamamoto and Reiner, 2005;
Yamamoto et al., 2005; Martı́nez-Garcı́a et al., 2008).
The nucleus taeniae (TnA), in the posterior and medial
arcopallium, is considered homolog to the subpallial,
medial amygdala (Cheng et al., 1999; Yamamoto and
Reiner, 2005; Yamamoto et al., 2005). Homologies for
the pallial amygdala are more controversial, but most
agree that at least part of the arcopallium is homolog to
the pallial amygdala (Butler et al., 2011). In birds, the
arcopallial region is involved in agonistic behavior
(Phillips and Youngren, 1971) and fear responses
(Phillips, 1968; Martin et al., 1979). TnA is also implicated
in sexual behavior (Thompson et al., 1998; Ikebuchi et al.,
2009). In an altricial species, the zebra ﬁnch, TnA can
already be delineated at post-hatching day one
(Ikebuchi et al., 2012), suggesting that its early development may be involved in early social control.
Given the importance of these areas for social
functions in adult animals, it is surprising that so far very
few studies investigated their involvement in early social
behaviors of newborn animals. Early social behaviors
are crucial for the ontogenesis of social cognition
(Johnson, 2005; Sugita, 2008; Di Giorgio et al., 2016b).
In our recent studies, arcopallium responded to the ﬁrst
exposure to an alive conspeciﬁc compared to baseline
(i.e., exposure to an empty chamber Mayer et al.,
2017a). However, this area did not show a diﬀerence
between chicks exposed to a living conspeciﬁc and those
exposed to a taxidermized individual of identical appearance rigidly rotating on its axis (Mayer et al., 2017b). This
suggests that arcopallium could be more responsive to the
static features that characterize conspeciﬁcs than to their
motion. On the contrary, septum was activated in both
studies (Mayer et al., 2017a,b). Finally, while POA was
not investigated in the ﬁrst study, this area showed higher
activity in response to the natural motion of the living chick,
compared to the rotating one (Mayer et al., 2017b). This
suggests that these two areas should be sensitive to the
type of natural motion emitted by a live conspeciﬁc. However, it remains unclear which features of the motion of the
alive conspeciﬁc (e.g., semi-rigidity, speed changes, starts
from rest etc.) elicited the eﬀect and whether any of these
motion features presented in isolation would be suﬃcient
to activate septum and POA, if displayed by an agent
whose morphology does not resemble that of conspeciﬁc.
In the current study, we thus compared brain activation
(immediate early gene expression) in septum, POA, arcopallium and IMM of visually naı̈ve chicks exposed either to
a stimulus characterized by speed changes or to a control
constant-speed stimulus (stimuli from Rosa-Salva et al.,
2016). This allowed us to use very well controlled stimuli
to test the neural correlates of chicks’ social predispositions for animate motion cues.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects
Subjects were 24 domestic chicks (Gallus gallus
domesticus). The ‘‘Hybro strain”, a local variety derived
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from the White Leghorn breed, was used. We obtained
fertilized eggs from a local commercial hatchery
(Agricola Berica, Montegalda (VI) – Italy). Eggs were
incubated within a Marans P140TU-P210TU incubator
at a temperature of 37.7 °C, with 60% humidity. The
incubator was kept in darkness, preventing any visual
experience during incubation and hatching.
Apparatus
The test apparatus (Fig. 1A) was a white corridor
(85  30  30 cm) with two video screens (LCD Monitor
BenQ XL2410T) at its ends. One screen placed at one
side of the corridor showed one of the stimuli (which
one depended on the experimental condition). The
second screen remained oﬀ, its presence serving only
to counterbalance the visual appearance of the two
sides of the corridor. The corridor was divided in three
sectors: a central sector (45 cm long), and two identical
lateral choice sectors (each 20 cm long), comprising the
area directly in front of the two screens. Two steps
(1.5 cm high) delimited the central sector. The animals
were positioned in the centre, to enter the lateral sector
and approach the stimulus chicks had to climb on one
of the two steps. A video-camera was placed above the
apparatus, recording animals’ behavior. It was
connected to a monitor screen in the same room,
enabling the experimenter to monitor the behavior online. Only the screen playing the video-stimulus
illuminated the apparatus.
Stimuli
The stimuli were identical to those used in a previous
study, in which they were employed to successfully
demonstrate a spontaneous preference for speed
changes in naı̈ve chicks (Rosa-Salva et al., 2016). They
consisted of two video-animations representing the movement of a simple object (created with MATLAB R2012b
with Psychtoolbox-3 extensions, Kleiner et al., 2007).
Each stimulus represented a red disk (diameter 3 cm)
moving linearly on a dark background (see Fig. 1B, C).
The portion of the screen visible to the subject within
the apparatus (30 cm long) was framed, from the sides
and from the bottom, by a gray U-shaped digital ﬁgure:
two lateral walls (each 2.5 cm) and a ﬂoor over which
the red object was moving (the visible trajectory of the
red object motion was thus 24.6 cm long). The red object
always entered the observer’s view already in motion,
appearing from behind one of the lateral gray walls, which
acted as digital occluders. Similarly, once completed its
motion, the red object disappeared while still in motion,
slipping behind one of the lateral gray walls and appearing
again after one second of delay. The motion of the red
object continued in a loop for six minutes, the entire duration of the behavioral procedure.
The experimental stimulus (henceforth speed-change
stimulus) displayed two visible speed changes during its
motion, with a slow-to-fast speed ratio of 0.171. It
abruptly accelerated from initial speed of 3.37 cm/s to
19.64 cm/s at one third of its trajectory and decelerated
back to the initial speed at two thirds of the way

Fig. 1. Experimental setup. (A) Schematic representation of the test
apparatus, for illustrative reasons one of the two long walls is
depicted as if it were translucent. The stimulus was presented on one
of the two identical screens at the ends of the runway. To approach
the stimulus, chicks had to climb the step nearby the screen playing
the stimulus. (B) Schematic representation of the speed-change
stimulus that was increasing its speed at point d and decreasing it to
initial velocity at point e. (C) Schematic representation of the control
stimulus that was moving at constant speed.

(Fig. 1B). On contrary, the control stimulus (speedconstant stimulus) moved at a constant speed of
4.64 cm/s (Fig. 1C). Both stimuli moved at the same
average speed.
Test session for c-Fos labeling
Chicks were tested individually during the ﬁrst day after
hatching. The animals were taken from the incubator in
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complete darkness and transported, inside a closed dark
box, to the experimental room. Each animal was placed in
the middle of the central sector of the corridor (Fig. 1A),
facing one of the two long walls (left–right orientation
with respect to the long walls was counterbalanced
between subjects). The chick could freely move inside
the apparatus for the whole duration of the test (6 min).
Doing so, it could spontaneously approach the screen
with the stimulus. This involved climbing on the step on
the stimulus side of the apparatus, which allowed a
precise deﬁnition of a successful approach. Birds that
failed to do so were excluded from further procedures.
After the behavioral exposure, the subjects were
carefully placed in the transportation box and carried
back to the dark incubator, where they remained until
perfusion. In order to distinguish individual subjects also
in the darkness, but to keep the auditory environment
as it was before, they were placed individually within the
same incubator as the other chicks. Overall, we
collected 12 experimental group chicks that approached
the speed-changing stimulus and 12 control group
chicks that approached the speed-constant stimulus.
Two-to-six subjects were tested per week, equally
subdivided in the two groups. In this way, the groups
were always balanced with regard to the hatching batch
and the staining procedure.
Immunohistochemistry
Seventy-ﬁve minutes after the end of the test, subjects
were overdosed by an intramuscular injection of 0.05-ml
Ketamine/Xylazine Solution (1:1 Ketamine 10 mg/ml
+ Xylazine 2 mg/ml) per 10 g of body weight. They
were perfused transcardially with cold phosphatebuﬀered saline (PBS; 0.1 mol, pH = 7.4, 0.9% sodium
chloride, 5 °C) and paraformaldehyde (4% PFA in PBS).
The skull with the brain was transferred to 4% PFA,
where it was post-ﬁxed and stored until processing. To
ensure correct orientation (45°) for the coronal sections,
procedures described in the chick brain atlas of Kuenzel
and Masson, 1988 were followed. The brains were then
carefully removed from the skulls under a dissecting
microscope. The left and the right hemispheres were separated and processed separately. Each hemisphere was
covered with a 7% gelatine in PBS containing egg yolk
(4.2 g gelatine + 60 ml PBS + 1 egg yolk at 40° C), after
cooling they were post-ﬁxated in 4% PFA/PBS/20%
sucrose for approximately 48 h at 5 °C, and then transferred to 30% Sucrose/0.4%PFA/PBS for further 48–
72 h. The brains were frozen at -80 °C in plastic molds,
covered with O.C.T. (Tissue-Tek freezing medium). Six
series of 40-lm coronal sections were cut on a Cryostat
(Leica CM1850 UV) at 20 °C and collected in PBS.
For free-ﬂoating immunostaining only the sections of the
ﬁrst series were used, whereas the other series were kept
as backup. Between each of the following steps the sections were washed in PBS. After incubation in 0.3% H2O2/
PBS for 20 min. the sections were treated for 30 min with
3% normal goat serum (S-1000, Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA). The ﬁrst antibody reaction was carried out
for 24-36 h at 5 °C on a rotator using c-Fos antibody in
PBS solution (1:2000; rabbit, polyclonal K-25, Santa
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Cruz, CA) containing 0.1% Bovine Serum Albumin
(BSA, SP-5050, Vector Laboratories). Sections were
incubated in the secondary antibody reagent for 60 min
at room temperature (biotinylated anti-rabbit in PBS,
1:200, BA- 1000, Vector Laboratories). The ABC kit (Vectastain Elite ABC Kit, PK-6100, Vector Laboratories) was
used for signal ampliﬁcation and the VIP kit (SK-4600,
Vector Laboratories) for the visualization of the c-Fos containing neurons. After serial mounting on gelatine-coated
slides, sections were dried at 50 °C and counterstained
with methyl green (H-3402, Vector Laboratories). They
were gradually dehydrated in ethanol (70%, 80%, 90%,
99% ethanol, for 3 min each then placed in xylene) and
cover slipped with Eukitt (FLUKA).
Brain analysis
Brain sections were examined under a microscope at a
magniﬁcation of 200x (Zeiss Axio Examiner) and a
digital camera (Zeiss AxioCam MRc 5). Counting of the
c-Fos immunoreactive (-ir) cells was performed blind to
the experimental condition. Contrast and exposure time
of the camera were adjusted so that the image on the
screen (ZEN Imaging software, Zeiss) matched the view
under the microscope. Successful immunostaining
produced dark, purple-black stained nuclei, which were
easily distinguishable from the non-activated cells,
which were stained green (see Fig. 3). For counting, a
rectangle enclosure 150  250 lm2, was placed over
the diﬀerent sample areas in a way such that it covered
as many activated cells as possible while keeping a
minimum distance from the border of a neighboring
subdivision and the edge of the brain section. Every
activated c-Fos-ir cell within each sample area was
marked on the screen with the ‘‘event marker” of the
ZEN software, which automatically computed the total
number of marked c-Fos-ir cells. To estimate labeled
cell density in septum two-to-eleven sections of each
hemisphere were selected by the shape and anatomical
landmarks that would correspond to the A(nterior)9.4 to
A8.4 (Kuenzel and Masson, 1988). In fact, in the atlas
the coordinates were estimated in two-week-old chicks,
(average body weight 300–325 g). The newly hatched
chicks used here weight about 46 g and have a diﬀerent
anterior coordinate. The septum of each section was
parsed into six subdivisions: dorsal, dorso-lateral, dorsomedial, ventro-lateral, ventro-medial and medial portion
of the ventro-medial septum. Typical placements of the
counting enclosure are depicted in Fig. 2. To estimate
labeled cell density in the intermediate medial mesopallium (IMM) we relied on previous descriptions of this
region (Liu et al., 2001; Klatt and Goodson, 2013).
McCabe and Horn (1994) report IMM to be located at
the anterior coordinate A7.6 of the Kuenzel and Masson
atlas (1988). Seven-to-eight brain slices, from a region
where the shape of IMM was corresponding to that
observed between A8.6 and A7.6 of Kuenzel and
Masson (1988), were selected for the analysis. The rectangular enclosure was positioned inside IMM as in
Ambalavanar et al. (1993), see also Fig. 2A. To estimate
cell densities within the arcopallium and TnA, three-toeight sections of both hemispheres were selected from
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Fig. 2. Areas of interest. Schematic representation of two coronal
sections (adapted from Kuenzel and Masson, 1988) showing the
typical placements of the counting areas (red rectangles). (A)
Counting areas within septum and preoptic area. (B) Counting areas
in arcopallium. SD – dorsal septum, SL – lateral septum, SM – medial
septum, Hp – hippocampus, IMM – intermediate medial mesopallium,
M - mesopallium, N - nidopallium, Str-striatum, AD – dorsal arcopallium, AV – ventral arcopallium, TnA – nucleus taeniae. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

the region extending from A 7.6 to A 6.4 in Kuenzel and
Masson (1988). Arcopallium is a telencephalic region
delimitated in its upper boundary by the lamina arcopallialis dorsalis, whereas TnA in the ventral part can be visually distinguished by the diﬀerent cell densities (see
Fig. 2B). Recently, arcopallium has been reported to be
functionally subdivided in medial and lateral regions (Xin
et al., 2016). However, arcopallial subdivisions are still
heavily debated in the literature (Reiner et al., 2004;
Hanics et al., 2017). Our aim was not to investigate the
internal subdivisions of this structure; thus, we took the
most conservative approach (Karten and Hodos, 1967)
and we parsed arcopallium into dorsal and ventral parts
for counting (see Fig. 2B).
After completing the cell counts, the mean values
derived from the sections were initially calculated for
each of the subdivisions independently and cell densities
were standardized to 1 mm2. Cell counts, pooled from the
six subdivisions in septum, were further averaged to
estimate overall septal activity. Also, the cell counts
pooled from the two subdivisions in arcopallium and the
counting in TnA were averaged to estimate overall
activity in this amygdala equivalent. This was done for the
two hemispheres separately. The resulting individual bird
means were considered overall indicators for the number
of c-Fos-ir cells in the three regions of interest (septum,
arcopallium, intermediate medial mesopallium) and were
employed for further statistical analysis.
After the completion of the analyses of these three
brain areas, we decided post hoc to additionally analyze
data from a sub-region of the preoptic area, which
showed responsivity to natural motion in another study
from our lab (Mayer et al., 2017b). Counting was thus
done on one section selected from the region where the
anterior commissure was apparent A8.2 (Kuenzel and
Masson, 1988). The counting area was positioned
beneath the anterior commissure (Fig. 2A). This region
was not initially analyzed because, due to damage occurring during the separations of hemispheres, counting of
POA was not feasible in few individuals and in some individuals the area was available only in one of the two brain
hemispheres. However, given the involvement of this area
in the motion perception of a living conspeciﬁc evidenced
by our previous study (Mayer et al., 2017b), we decided
that it was of interest to investigate it all the same. Thus,
POA data for either one or both hemispheres were available overall for 19 subjects (10 experimental and nine
controls). Speciﬁcally, data for the left hemisphere were
available for 10 experimental and six control animals,
whereas for the right hemisphere for seven experimental
and six control animals. For the overall estimation of the
neuronal activity in the POA the measurements from
two hemispheres, if available, were averaged, otherwise
the estimation was based on the measurement from the
only hemisphere available. The cell densities were standardized to 1 mm2.
Behavioral analysis
The video recordings of the behavioral procedure were
analyzed oﬀ-line. For every animal, we measured the
latency of the ﬁrst approach to the stimulus (seconds)
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and the ratio of time spent near the stimulus (i.e., above
the platform adjacent to the screen) over six minutes.
This was calculated by the following formula: number of
seconds spent near the stimulus/360 s. Mathematically
the values obtained by this formula can range from 0 to
1. High values of the ratio indicate a higher proportion of
test time spent near the stimulus, and vice versa for low
values. Moreover, the frequency of diﬀerent behaviors
was quantiﬁed every 10 sec for the entire 6-min period.
The behaviors measured were indexes of motor activity,
vocalizations and head orientations. Motoric activity
indexes scored were walking and pecking. Diﬀerent
types of vocalizations measured were soft calls, distress
calls and contact calls. Head orientation was measured
with respect to the stimulus and could range from 0° to
315° with 45° as unit. At 0° the beak was oriented
straight to the stimulus whereas, at 180° the beak was
directed toward the black opposite screen. Head
orientation 0° was interpreted as binocular episode,
whereas, head orientations 45°, 90°, 270° and 315°
were scored as monocular episodes (45° and 90°
represented left monocular episodes, whereas 270° and
315° were right monocular episodes). A binocularity
index was computed for each subject as follows:
binocular episodes’ frequency/(binocular episodes’
frequency + monocular episodes’ frequency). Moreover,
an eye lateralization index was computed for each
subject as follows: right monocular episodes/(right
monocular episodes + left monocular episodes). Scores
of both indexes ranged from 1 (e.g., for the eyelateralization index this value was obtained if only the
right eye was used for monocular episodes), to 0 (only
the left eye was used). Being computed this way, the
values of the eye lateralization index were directly
comparable with the brain lateralization index (see
above). Because of a complete decussation of the optic
ﬁber in birds (Walls, 1942), each eye projects mainly to
the contralateral brain hemisphere making it particularly
interesting to investigate the relationship between eye
use and lateralized brain activity.
Statistical analysis
The presence of a diﬀerence in the density of c-Fos-ir
cells in IMM, septum and arcopallium was tested by a
repeated measurement ANOVA, with a between-subject
factor ‘‘group” (2 levels: experimental and control) and
two within-subject factors: ‘‘area” (3 levels: septum, IMM
and arcopallium) and ‘‘hemisphere” (2 levels: left and
right). For post-hoc analyses of the diﬀerences between
the groups, two-tailed t-tests were performed for each
brain area. The lateralization within the groups was
tested by a two-tailed paired t-test. To test lateralization
diﬀerences between the groups, independent samples
two-tailed t-tests were performed for each lateralization
index. No Bonferroni correction was applied on the ttests, since our experimental design was based on
strong a priori expectations on the pattern of activation
to be found in the various areas (Fay and Gerow, 2013),
derived from our previous studies (Mayer et al., 2016b;
Mayer et al., 2017a,b). After the completion of the statistical analysis of the other three brain areas, the densities

of c-Fos-ir cells in the POA were estimated as additional,
independent post hoc and compared between the groups
with a two-tailed t-test. Lateralization was not tested and
measurements were pooled between the two hemispheres (see above).
Each behavior was compared between the two groups
with a two-tailed t-test for independent samples. The
binocular index and the eye lateralization indexes were
compared between the two groups with an independent
samples two-tailed t-test. The eye lateralization index
was compared also to chance level (0.5) for the two
groups separately with a one-sample two-tailed t-test. In
order to verify whether behavioral diﬀerences could
account for the diﬀerences in c-Fos-ir cells densities,
correlations between each behavior and each brain area
were tested with Pearson’s correlation analysis. Finally,
Pearson’s correlation analysis was run also to test
correlations between eye preference (eye lateralization
index) and brain lateralization. All statistical analyses
were performed with the software IBM SPSS Statistics
(v. 20).

RESULTS
Behavior
Overall, no signiﬁcant diﬀerences were present between
the two groups for any of the behavioral measurements.
The approach latency to the stimulus was 121.92
± 23.405 in the experimental group and 157.58
± 26.743 in the control group (t(22 = 1.004,
p = 0.326), the ratio of time spent near the stimulus
was 0.661 ± 0.0649 in the experimental and 0.523
± 0.072 in the control (t(22) = 1.434, p = 0.166). Also
the motoric activities were not diﬀerent between the two
groups (walking: experimental 7.25 ± 0.986, control
7.42 ± 1.317, t(22) = 0.101, p = 0.920; pecking:
experimental
7.83 ± 1.272,
control
6 ± 1.255,
t(22) = 1.026, p = 0.316). In both groups several call
types were emitted with similar frequencies (soft calls:
experimental 15.75 ± 1.793, control 12.58 ± 1.479,
t(22) = 1.362, p = 0.187; distress calls: experimental
1.75 ± 1.067, control 3.08 ± 1.221, t(22) = 0.822,
p = 0.420; contact calls: experimental 3.92 ± 0.753,
control 5.58 ± 0.949, t(22) = 1.375, p = 0.183).
Furthermore, no eye preference for looking at the stimuli
was detectable in any of the two groups. In both groups
the eye lateralization index was not diﬀerent from
chance level (0.5), in the experimental group it was
0.515 ± 0.0428 (t(11) = 0.349, p = 0.734) and in the
control group it was 0.453 ± 0.056 (t(11) = 0.845,
p = 0.416). Consistent with this, the eye lateralization
index was not diﬀerent between the two groups
(t(22) = 0.883, p = 0.387) and also the binocular index
did not show any diﬀerences between the two groups
(experimental 0.2557 ± 0.025, control 0.224 ± 0.013
t(22) = 1.123, p = 0.274).
c-Fos-immunoreactive cell counting
All 12 brains from the experimental and 12 brains from the
control group were successfully stained for c-Fos. Due to
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Fig. 3. c-Fos staining. Photomicrographs of coronal sections of
experimental chicks’ brains. c-Fos-ir cell nuclei are stained black (red
arrow) and are easily discernible from the methyl-green counterstained cells (black arrow). (A) High number of c-Fos-ir nuclei in the
dorsal septum. (B) High number of c-Fos-ir nuclei in IMM. (C) c-Fos-ir
nuclei within arcopallium. (D) c-Fos-ir cells in the POA. S – Septum,
IMM – intermediate medial mesopallium, N – nidopallium, AV –
ventral arcopallium, TnA – nucleus taeniae, POA – preoptic area, CA
– anterior commissure. (For interpretation of the references to colour
in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
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Fig. 4. Estimated densities. Measured c-Fos-ir cellular densities in
the two groups of chicks. (A) Signiﬁcantly higher number of c-Fos-ir
cells in the right septum of experimental chicks compared to controls.
(B) A high number of c-Fos-ir cells in the left than in the right IMM of
the experimental chicks. (C) No diﬀerence between groups was
present in the arcopallium. Graph-plot: mean (black square), s.e.m.
(box) and s.d (whisker). (*Indicates p < 0.05). Densities of c-Fos-ir
cells per mm2 are represented on the Y-axis.

the methyl-green counterstaining nuclei of all neurons
were stained green, whereas the nuclei of c-Fos-ir cells
were stained black after the immunohistochemical
procedure and background staining was minimal. Thus,
c-Fos-ir cells could be easily discerned from other
neurons (Fig. 3). All birds showed individual distributions
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of c-Fos-ir cells within the measured areas and the two
hemispheres. As already mentioned in the methods, not
all the subjects provided an intact POA. In some
individuals, this area was damaged and not analysable
in at least one hemisphere. However, if the area was
intact, the labeled cells were easily distinguishable from
the background.
The repeated measurement ANOVA on septum, IMM
and arcopallium revealed signiﬁcant main eﬀect of area
(F(2,44) = 7.528,
p = 0.002)
and
hemisphere
(F(1,22) = 4.595, p = 0.043). Moreover a signiﬁcant
interaction
of
area
x
hemisphere
x
group
p = 0.030),
revealed
signiﬁcant
(F(2,44) = 3.800,
diﬀerences in densities of c-Fos-ir cells between the
experimental and control group in a brain region and
hemisphere-dependent fashion. Statistical post hoc
analysis for the three areas is reported below. The
number of c-Fos-ir cells diﬀered considerably in the right
septum between the experimental and the control group
(t(22) = 2.242, p = 0.035; Fig. 4A). Experimental birds
showed more than twice as much c-Fos-ir cells within
the right septum (742.9 ± 135.4 cells/mm2) compared to
the controls (343.8 ± 115.6 cells/mm2). Such signiﬁcant
diﬀerence between the two groups was not present in
the left septum (experimental: 818.4 ± 172 cells/mm2,
control:
604.4 ± 149.9 cells/mm2;
t(22) = 0.938,
p = 0.359). Diﬀerences between the two groups were
also not present in the left IMM (experimental: 1123.9
± 189.4 cells/mm2, control: 952.5 ± 222.9 cells/mm2;
t(22) = 0.586, p = 0.564; Fig. 4B) nor in the right IMM
(experimental: 785.8 ± 179 cells/mm2, control: 876.9
± 210.9 cells/mm2; t(22) = 0.330, p = 0.745). Also the
arcopallium did not show any diﬀerence between the
two groups (experimental left: 869.8 ± 129.4 cells/mm2,
control left: 926.2 ± 101.5 cells/mm2; t(22) = 0.343,
p = 0.735; experimental right: 697.8 ± 112.4 cells/mm2,
control right: 645.6 ± 132.4 cells/mm2; t(22) = 0.301,
p = 0.766; Fig. 4C). Overall, a left lateralization trend
was visible in all measured brain areas of both groups
(see Fig. 4). To examine the presence of signiﬁcant
lateralization we performed within-group comparisons of
brain regions of the left hemisphere with the

corresponding brain regions of the right hemisphere. In
the experimental group we found a signiﬁcant
lateralization only in the IMM (t(11) = 2.809, p = 0.017),
whereas the diﬀerences were not signiﬁcant in septum
(t(11) = 0.658, p = 0.524) nor in the arcopallium
(t(11) = 1.626, p = 0.132). The lateralization of the
control group was not signiﬁcant in any of the brain
areas
(IMM,
t(11) = 0.349,
p = 0.734;
septum:
t(11) = 1.817, p = 0.096; arcopallium: t(11) = 1.653,
p = 0.126).
Counting of the POA revealed higher c-Fos-ir density
in the experimental group compared to the control:
experimental birds showed more than twice as much cFos-ir cells compared to the controls (experimental
n = 10: 473.3 ± 104.7 cells/mm2, control n = 9: 216.3
± 53.9 cells/mm2; t(17) = 2.1090, p = 0.050; see Fig. 5).
Correlations of neuronal activity with behavior
We performed correlation analyses between measured
brain activities and behavioral parameters without
distinguishing between groups, since we did not observe
relevant diﬀerences between the groups in this respect.
We found two signiﬁcant correlations on two related
behaviors, which we report here below, because it might
be informative for future studies. Pearson’s correlation
test revealed a signiﬁcant positive correlation between
latency to approach the stimulus and density of c-Fos-ir
cells in the left arcopallium (r = 0.505, n = 24,
p = 0.012) and a signiﬁcant negative correlation
between the ratio of time spent near the stimulus and cFos-ir cellular density in the left arcopallium
(r = 0.465, n = 24, p = 0.022) (see Fig. 6). These
correlations were not signiﬁcant for the right hemisphere
(latency: r = 0.243, n = 24, p = 0.253; ratio:
r = 0.162, n = 24, p = 0.451). Noteworthy, the latency
to approach a stimulus and the ratio of time spent near
it are two inversely proportional measures of the
preference for the stimulus. In fact, in the current test a
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Fig. 5. Preoptic area. Measured c-Fos-ir cellular densities in the
preoptic area, showing a signiﬁcantly higher number of c-Fos-ir cells
in the experimental chicks compared to the control chicks. Graphplot: mean (black square), s.e.m. (box) and s.d (whisker). (*Indicates
p < 0.05). Densities of c-Fos-ir cells per mm2 are represented on the
Y-axis.
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Fig. 6. Brain-behavior correlation. Scatterplot showing the positive
correlation between the latency to ﬁrst approach the stimulus (X-axis)
and the number of c-Fos ir cells within left arcopallium (Y-axis).
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lower latency to approach one stimulus was usually
associated with a higher time spent close to it during the
test.

DISCUSSION
The current study is the last of a series of three separate
experiments demonstrating septal activation in response
to the movement of alive conspeciﬁcs, and the second
experiment to reveal activation of the preoptic area
(Mayer et al., 2017a,b). In the present study, septal activity in the right hemisphere was higher after exposure to
the predisposed speed-change stimulus, compared to
chicks exposed to the control speed-constant stimulus.
Moreover, also in the POA we found a higher number of
c-Fos-ir cells for chicks exposed to the speed-change
stimulus, compared to the control group. The observed
diﬀerences were region speciﬁc and not due to the overall
activity of the brains, since the densities of c-Fos-ir cells in
the arcopallium and IMM were not diﬀerent between the
groups. In addition, the diﬀerential activation of the septal
nuclei and of the preoptic region can be explained only by
the visual stimulation provided by the experimental stimuli: both groups of chicks were exposed to the same
visual environment, and no behavioral diﬀerences could
be observed between them. This was probably facilitated
by the fact that both the test stimuli present various features that are socially attractive to chicks: movement
itself, the red color, the appropriate shape and size to elicit optimal ﬁlial imprinting (see Rosa-Salva et al., 2016 for
a discussion). It should also be noted that the procedure
employed in this experiment was speciﬁcally designed
not to cause behavioral diﬀerences between the two
groups, which could potentially complicate the interpretation of the brain results. In fact, the preference for the
speed-change stimulus had already been established in
our own previous behavioral study (Rosa-Salva et al.,
2016). Since we obtained our measurements from chicks
exposed only to either one of the two stimuli, rather than
from chicks that showed diﬀerent preferences between
the two, the focus of the investigation was not on the brain
structures involved in the expression of the choice, but on
those involved in the processing and response to the predisposed and non-predisposed stimuli.
We thus demonstrated selective responsiveness to
this preferred motion pattern that also elicits animacy
perception in human observers (Tremoulet and
Feldman, 2000). This adds to the recent evidence that
nodes of the social behavior network (Newman, 1999;
O’Connell and Hofmann, 2011; Goodson and Kingsbury,
2013) might be already involved in early social responses
of naı̈ve animals exposed for the ﬁrst time to an alive conspeciﬁc (Mayer et al., 2017a,b).
The diﬀerence in septal and POA activation could be
associated with the diﬀerent social responses elicited by
the motion of the two stimuli. We assume that the
exposure to the speed-change stimulus had a social
valence for the experimental subjects, which are
compelled to look for an imprinting object at this stage
of development (Bateson, 1966). The test exposure represented chicks’ ﬁrst encounter with a salient visual

object, whose appearance is optimal to elicit imprinting.
Also, our task was based on a social aﬃliative response
(ﬁlial approach). Moreover, the same pattern of activation
was found in chicks exposed to an unquestionably social
stimulus, a living conspeciﬁc (Mayer et al., 2017a,b).
Finally, this is also consistent with the widespread involvement of these two brain areas in social functions
(Goodson, 1998; Liu et al., 2001; Taziaux et al., 2006;
Nishizawa et al., 2011; Klatt and Goodson, 2013). Septum and POA could also be involved in establishing the
emotional valence of the stimulus, as suggested by the
fact that septum belongs to the mesolimbic reward system that process the valence of external stimuli
(O’Connell and Hofmann, 2011).
Social predispositions are believed to be adaptive in
that they direct subsequent ﬁlial imprinting toward
appropriate objects, prioritizing attention toward animate
creatures (Rosa-Salva et al., 2015). It is unknown so
far, if septum or POA are involved in the learning process
of ﬁlial imprinting, since no research has been conducted
on the role of these structures in early social development. However, their role in pair bonding and parental
care is well established in adult mammals and birds (Liu
et al., 2001; Balthazart and Ball, 2007; Goodson et al.,
2009). Those social behaviors are mediated by the neuropeptides arginine vasopressin and oxytocin in mammals (Liu et al., 2001; Lim and Young, 2006; Carter
et al., 2008; Leng et al., 2008) and by their homologs arginine vasotocin and mesotocin in birds (Baeyens and
Cornett, 2006; Goodson et al., 2009; Klatt and
Goodson, 2013), for which these areas are rich of receptors (Newman, 1999; Panzica et al., 2002; O’Connell and
Hofmann, 2011; Goodson and Kingsbury, 2013). Also,
the anatomical location where we counted inside POA
(medial preoptic area) is dense of aromatase expressing
cells, a signature of testosterone action in the brain
(Balthazart and Ball, 2007). Interestingly, the levels of
testosterone in the IMM are associated with the preference for predisposed stimuli in chicks (Bolhuis et al.,
1986). Therefore, the presence of sex steroid hormonal
receptors within septum and POA may also suggest their
involvement in imprinting on predisposed stimuli. Future
studies could investigate which kind of hormonal receptors are expressed in septal and preoptic neurons activated by the predisposed stimulus and whether the
learning process of ﬁlial imprinting modulates septal and
POA activity diﬀerently in relation to the presence of predisposed features in the imprinting stimulus.
Since the activity diﬀerence in septum was caused by
exposure to visual cues of animacy, another question
arises: what is the source of visual or visually modulated
information that inﬂuences septal activity? So far there
is no evidence that septum is directly devoted to visual
processing. Visual input to septum could reach septum
through its interconnection with the hippocampus (Atoji
et al., 2002; Montagnese et al., 2004, 2008; Atoji and
Wild, 2004), which receives visual information from the
visual Wulst (see Atoji and Wild, 2006). This is the telencephalic terminal of the thalamofugal visual projection and
is considered the avian homolog of the primary visual cortex (Medina and Reiner, 2000; Wild and Williams, 2000).
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This is also compatible with a possible role of septum in
modulating the imprinting process, since both visual Wulst
and hippocampus have been implicated in imprinting
(Güntürkün et al., 1993; Sadananda and Bischof, 2004;
Maekawa et al., 2007; Aoki et al., 2015).
It is still unclear which might be the speciﬁc functional
consequences of the activation of septum and preoptic
area in this context. However, we can propose some
speculations based on the fact that c-Fos acts on
several late response genes involved in modulation of
connectivity (Sheng and Greenberg, 1990). The activity
we measured could be related to rewiring in the brain
areas of interest, reﬂecting processes associated with
the tuning of the network of areas that control social
responses, such as ﬁlial approach, toward the most
appropriate social objects. The plastic changes might
reﬂect the adjustment associated with the ﬁrst coming
online of some components of the social-decisionmaking network, concurrently with the ﬁrst socially relevant experience of the naı̈ve animals.
The tractus septopallio-mesencephalicus, which runs
through septum in the dorso-ventral direction, connects
the visual Wulst back to the optic tectum (Karten et al.,
1973; Reiner and Karten, 1983; Manns et al., 2007).
The optic tectum is an important structure for orienting
toward stimuli (Jarvis, 1974; Hodos and Karten, 1974)
and for the perception of motion (Frost and Nakayama,
1983; Frost et al., 1988, 1990), with some tectal neurons
of domestic chicks responding speciﬁcally to changes in
speed (Verhaal and Luksch, 2015). An involvement of
the optic tectum in social predispositions was also postulated (Rosa-Salva et al., 2015). However, the tractus
septopallio-mesencephalicus has never been shown to
terminate in septum and thus it is unclear if it can contribute to the septal activation.
Finally,
it
is
important
to
consider
that
subtelencephalic regions might play important role in
innate complex stimulus recognition in chicks (Zachar
et al., 2008; Rosa-Salva et al., 2015) and some of them,
such as the pretectal nucleus, sends projections to the
septum (Montagnese et al., 2008). Thus, it is also possible to hypothesize a contribution of subtelencephalic
regions to the septal activation found in the present study.
We also considered which visual features caused the
observed eﬀects. The two stimuli were balanced for most
low-level features, such as color, size, distance traveled
and average speed. However, they necessarily diﬀered
in the maximum speed reached by each object. In
principle, we cannot exclude that the diﬀerences
observed in this study depend on this factor, but we
consider this to be highly unlikely. Our previous
behavioral study clearly demonstrated that chicks’ social
preference for the speed-change stimulus is elicited by
the presence of visible speed changes, and not by
speed itself (Rosa-Salva et al., 2016): occluding the
moments of speed change abolished the preference.
Given the involvement of septum and preoptic area in
social behaviors, it is reasonable to assume that the activation of these areas is driven by the same visual cues
that aﬀect chicks’ aﬃliative responses. Moreover, identical patterns of activation in the right septum and in the
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preoptic area have been found in our previous studies
(Mayer et al., 2017a,b). Notably, in these studies chicks
were exposed to a clearly social dynamic stimulus (a living conspeciﬁc), which obviously diﬀers markedly from
the speed-change stimulus in its low-level perceptual features, including its speed of motion.
Another interesting aspect of our results is that the
eﬀect found in septum was restricted to the right
hemisphere. Higher right hemisphere activation has been
reported for human adults (Grossman et al., 2000) and
infants (Ichikawa et al., 2010) viewing point-light displays
of biological motion, another kind of stimuli associated with
animacy perception that elicit social predisposition in
chicks (Vallortigara et al., 2005). Likewise, in chicks the left
eye-system (right hemisphere) is preferentially used to
monitor this kind of stimuli (Rugani et al., 2015). Overall,
this is in line with the preferential involvement of the right
hemisphere in social responses, social recognition and
the rapid recognition of emotional stimuli (Rogers et al.,
2013; Vallortigara and Versace, 2017). In chicks the left
eye system is more reactive to emotionally charged stimuli
(Rogers and Anson, 1979), is dominant for cognitive abilities involved in the formation of the dominance hierarchies
(Daisley et al., 2010), is involved in early testosteroneinduced courtship behavior (Rogers et al., 1985), individual
recognition of social companions and social learning by
observation (Vallortigara and Andrew, 1991; Vallortigara,
1992; Vallortigara et al., 2001; Deng and Rogers, 2002;
Rosa-Salva et al., 2009, 2012b).
To understand the lateralized eﬀect observed in
septum, it is important to consider the overall
lateralization pattern that emerged from our results.
Regardless of the experimental condition, all brain areas
showed a trend for higher activity in the left hemisphere
compared to the right one: this may represent a
baseline lateralization eﬀect, independently from the
experimental stimuli. A similar trend for a spontaneous
higher activation of the left hemisphere has been
reported in our previous study on septal activation in
chicks exposed to a living conspeciﬁc. Also in this case,
the eﬀect observed in septum was limited to the right
hemisphere, resulting in a similar level of activation of
the left and right septum in chicks exposed to the
conspeciﬁc, while the septum of the control group
showed the usual spontaneous left lateralization, as did
other areas whose activation was not diﬀerent between
the groups (Mayer et al., 2017b). Activation in the right
septum could be more easily modulated by exposure to
visual cues typical of social stimuli than in the left septum,
due to the masking eﬀect caused by the left hemisphere’s
spontaneous higher level of activity (e.g., a ceiling eﬀect).
It is unclear why this general trend for left lateralization
was signiﬁcant only in the IMM of chicks exposed to the
speed-change stimulus, even though the same trend
was visible also in the control group. This could be
associated with the fact that biochemical and
morphological changes associated with imprinting are
generally more marked in the left IMM (Horn, 2004),
which might enhance the general leftward trend especially
for those chicks exposed to the preferred stimulus (a
more attractive imprinting object). However, lateralization
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in imprinting learning is more complex than that, with
interactions between the diﬀerent types of information to
be stored and the time course of memory formation
(e.g. Vallortigara and Andrew, 1994; Solomonia et al.,
1997, 1998; Andrew, 1999; Mayer et al., 2016b).
The same general trend for left lateralization was
present in arcopallium for both groups. Moreover, left
arcopallium activity correlated positively with latency of
ﬁrst approach. Since arcopallium is involved in fear
responses (Phillips, 1968; Martin et al., 1979), this could
reﬂect individual variation in the level of cautiousness:
latency to approach the stimulus will be inﬂuenced by
the duration of the initial freezing response in the novel
environment. However, usually the control of fear
responses is lateralized in favor of the right arcopallium
(Phillips and Youngren, 1986; see also Rosa-Salva
et al., 2007). Here the correlation regarded the activation
of arcopallium of the left hemisphere, making an interpretation in terms of simple fear responses less straightforward. A more plausible interpretation involves the left
hemisphere specialization for response control mechanisms (Bullock and Rogers, 1986; McKenzie and
Andrew, 1996; Andrew, 2009): e.g., the left hemisphere
is especially involved in deciding whether to approach a
potential imprinting object (McKenzie et al., 1998). We
hypothesize that the more reluctant a subject was of moving in the environment, the more the left hemisphere was
activated by the task of controlling (inhibiting) the emission of the approach response.
Overall, the results of the present paper demonstrate
an involvement of right septal nuclei and preoptic area in
early social responses of visually naı̈ve animals, in line
with previous studies showing that they are activated by
the ﬁrst exposure to a living conspeciﬁc (Mayer et al.,
2017a,b). This conﬁrms that these important nodes of
the social behavior network are already engaged in social
responses at birth and that learning experiences associated with social companions are not needed for their
involvement in this function. Moreover, we also demonstrated for the ﬁrst time a sensitivity of these brain areas
to the very same elementary motion cues that are typical
of animate creatures and elicit chicks’ social predispositions for ﬁlial approach (Rosa-Salva et al., 2016), human
infants’ preferential attention (Frankenhuis et al., 2013)
and adults’ perception of animacy (Tremoulet and
Feldman, 2000).
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